1. Place sports shelter on the ground and gently arrange the shelter into a “U” shape. Picture 1a & 1b.

2. Lock the 6 corner braces (3 each side) in each corner by pushing into the “locked” position. Picture 2.

3. Lock the 3 center latches. Picture 3.

4. Secure the sports shelter to the ground. Picture 4a & 4b *Using the sports shelter in potentially windy conditions is not recommended or under warranty*

5. Grasp the top tube and pull the Sports shelter up into the open position. Picture 5a. Gently push down on the side braces to lock the shelter in the open position. Picture 5b.


7. Place the 2 side poles on the “outside” of the frame and place into the corner connectors and lastly into the center connector. Picture 7.

8. Place the 2 center fiberglass poles. Insert tip into bottom connector, then into top connector and lastly place the pole into the middle connector and snap into the connector. Picture 8a & 8b.

ANYONE SETTING UP FOR THE 1ST TIME
Watch video on easy set up
sportshelters.com.au/instruction-videos
admin@sportshelters.com.au
1. Remove the 4 shock corded black fiberglass poles. “Pop” the pole from the middle connector first, then remove the top “tip” of the pole and gently pull the pole out. Break it down. Picture 1a &1b.

2. Holding the sports shelter front, gently unlock the side braces. Picture 2a. Gently lower to the ground. While lowering it, push the fabric back behind the center latches. Picture 2b.

This is the best time to remove the weights or spikes that were securing the shelter to the ground.

3. Standing behind the corners, push the fabric “BACK” into the corner to expose the 3 corner braces. Picture 3a. Unlock the 3 corner braces. Picture 3b. Fold the side in at a 45 degree angle. Picture 3c. Repeat for the other side. *Failure to unlock any of the 6 corner braces will result in a broken corner brace*.


5. While on the ground, push the sports shelter together. Picture 5.

6. Place the shock corded fiberglass poles on the folded sports shelter and use the 2 Velcro straps to secure entire shelter. Place back into the bag. Picture 6

**ANYONE SETTING UP FOR THE 1ST TIME**

Watch video on easy set up

sportshelters.com.au/instruction-videos

admin@sportshelters.com.au